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that the CLA identified with encircled S numbers in the upper right These page 

‘are those of ‘particular interest. 1 presume this is the order in which I 

em and it is not chronological or numerical ordere I believe also that 

these S numbers were added for purposes of this litigation. In some instances I added 

the missing part of thes 5 numbers. 

The June 9, 1965 memo is explicit that the subject wanted nothing to do with 

the FBI in N.Y. But did not absoluetly refuse to (page 2) He is a lomg—time informer 

( page 3). 
On page 6 there is a reference to the subject's source as a DJ official and as 

heving the “ing file, including tapes and pictures, in his office. That was a 

Sullivan operation and while I do not know whose name is excise, it is five spaces 

and that fits Sizoo, Joseph A., in Syllivan's division, domestic intelligence. 

Different FBI records rank Sizoo as inspector and number 1 man in that division. 

This stuff was in Syllivan's office, as came out during Watergate. 

The utter irrationality and unreasonableness of the subject's political views 

are apparent. Chicom indeed! 

S-25 reflects that the Cla had another such source who saw the subject at his 

NYC home 7/13/65. The and the dates the subject was interviewed in Washington make 

it possible for anyone who keeps the usual professional records to establish that 

he is not this subject if he is not. 

On S=15 I wrote "obliteration?" atoctte bottom of the page because no claim to 

any exemption is made. Where "FBI" is written in over an obliteration in this and 

other records it means that the info. originated in the FBI and was referred to 

them for compliance. I do not recall receiving any of this from any agency. 

S-11, the note at the bottom is mine. 

And this made me think as I should have earlier with regard to the incomplete 

S numbers. What I thought were the originals are not. I've retrieved them from the 

basement ahd I'll just add them, with any notations or comments regarding any not 

among these copies. The CIA affidavit covers these records. Or, the set with the 

affidavit attached is made directly from my originals. 


